HOW TO FIND US

From Munich Airport

- Take local train S8 or S1 to station „Hauptbahnhof“
- Change to underground lines U4 or U5, direction „Laimer Platz“
- Exit at station „Heimeranplatz“
- Use staircase, sign „Hansastraße“
- The Fraunhofer headquarters is directly to your left; please register at the reception
- Your travelling time will be approx. 75 min.

From Munich Central Station

- Take underground lines U4 or U5, direction „Laimer Platz“
- Exit at station „Heimeranplatz“
- Use staircase, sign „Hansastraße“
- The Fraunhofer headquarters is directly to your left; please register at the reception
- Your travelling time will be approx. 15 min.

By car from the south

- Follow signs „Mittlerer Ring“
- Leave „Mittlerer Ring“ at „Tübinger Strasse“
- Cross „Tübinger Strasse“ and turn left to „Hansastraße“
- The Fraunhofer headquarters is after about 20 m to your right; please register at the reception

By car from the north

- Follow signs „Mittlerer Ring“
- Cross the railways on „Donnersberger Brücke“
- In the following tunnel take the rightmost lane and leave „Mittlerer Ring“ via the first exit, turn right into „Tübinger Strasse“, turn right into „Dillwächterstrasse“ turn right into „Hansastraße“
- The Fraunhofer headquarters is after about 100 m to your left; please register at the reception
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